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In this report, we show the results of spacecraft frame and differential potentials that have been measured over several years on a highly elliptical orbit, HEO2, satellite. The measurements are of charging levels \( \leq -30 \text{ V} \), and are summarized according to their occurrence in MLT and \( L \). The data show that the HEO2 satellite frame charged to potentials \( \leq -30 \text{ V} \), and that the occurrence of satellite frame charging at these high latitudes mimics the charging local time patterns observed by geosynchronous satellites. In addition, the data show that such charging extends from at least a minimum \( L \leq 4 \text{ Re} \) to \( L > 10 \text{ Re} \). About 930 extended frame-charging intervals were observed during the late 1995 through mid-2002 interval. For each charging interval that occurred, the maximum frame voltage and the minimum and maximum \( L \) values during charging were obtained. Signatures of differential charging were also observed and are given as a function of \( L \), local time, and charging levels. It was found that the differential charging potential usually exceeded the frame potential and could be estimated by \( V_D \sim 74 + 1.384 V_F \).
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1. Introduction

The issue of spacecraft charging has been of grave concern since the early 1970’s and extending to the present (see proceedings of previous Spacecraft Charging Technology Conferences). Numerous anomalies and some loss of spacecraft missions have been ascribed to this phenomena (see Leach and Alexander, 1995 [1]; Spence, et al., 1993 [2]; Koons et al., 1999 [3]; Koons and Fennell, 2006 [4], and references therein). Throughout all the studies of satellite charging, the actual observations of the phenomena have been dominated by data taken in geosynchronous (GEO) and near-geosynchronous orbits and low polar (LPO) orbits. Very few observations have been made at equatorial altitudes below about 5.3 Re or in high polar orbits. Much of the surface charging has been identified using the fact that a satellite’s frame develops a negative potential relative to the plasma, and this imposes a characteristic signature in the plasma ion spectra caused by the ions being accelerated to the charged satellite because of its negative potential relative to the ambient plasma. Some observations of differential charging were obtained from dedicated environmental interaction missions such as SCATHA (Stevens and Vampola, 1978 [5]; Fennell, 1982 [6]) and CRRES (Rubin, et al, 1995 [7]).

The charging environment experienced at the magnetic equator maps to higher latitudes in the geomagnetic field. Energetic electron (1–30 keV) angular distributions in the plasma generally have angular distributions that peak at 90° pitch angle near the magnetic equator. These electron intensities fall off for electrons mirroring away from the equator. During substorms, the hot plasma injected into the inner magnetosphere from the nightside plasma sheet is more isotropic than during quiet times. Thus, under substorm conditions, the electron fluxes observed away from the magnetic equator by a satellite in an inclined but high-altitude orbit would experience electron fluxes very similar to those observed by near-equatorial-orbit satellites. One would expect that if the substorm-injected plasmas cause charging of satellites in the middle- to high-altitude equatorial regions that high-altitude inclined orbit satellites, on field lines that map to the equatorial charging regions, would themselves experience charging. Similarly, if highly inclined high-altitude satellites experience charging, one would expect equatorial-orbiting satellites on the same field lines would also experience the charging environment. Thus, charging data from satellites in high-altitude inclined orbits can be used to identify regions with surface charging environments that extend from well below to well above GEO altitude where most of the earlier charging observations were made. Using such an argument, Spence et al. [2] mapped anomalies from a high inclination orbit and showed that the local time and L distribution mirrored the charging occurrences from near-geosynchronous satellites. In this manner, they concluded that the anomalies were caused by satellite surface charging and resultant electrostatic discharges.
2. Data Sources

2.1 HEO2 Data

In this report, we detail observations from a satellite in a HEO (High-altitude highly inclined Earth Orbit) orbit (Blake et al. 1997 [8]; Grande et al., 1997 [9] and Fennell et al., 2005 [10]). The satellite is designated 1995-034, which we will refer to as HEO2. The HEO2 orbit has a ~7.2 Re geocentric apogee; a low (700–1200 km altitude) perigee, and its orbit inclination is ~63°. The satellite carried a cylindrical plasma analyzer similar to those flown on SCATHA (Fennell, 1982 [6]). The HEO2 plasma analyzer measured, simultaneously, electrons of 25 eV–30 keV and protons of 20 eV–25 keV in 24 logarithmically spaced energy channels. The plasma sensor had a metal planer surface that extended 12 in. in all directions from its aperture and was grounded to the satellite frame. The data from these measurements were available for nearly every orbit for the mid 1995 through 2001 period. The data was taken with a real-time data system that routinely provided data for altitudes corresponding to the range of $L \geq 3.75 \, R_E$ ($L$ was calculated using an IGRF field model.) The typical spatial coverage for HEO2 is shown in Figure 1. The orbital period is ~12 h and the apogee of HEO2 generally occurs at fixed longitudes 180° apart. This means there are two regions of orbital coverage at two different ranges of magnetic latitude (thus different $L$ versus magnetic latitude profiles). The two orbits per day for HEO2 are shown as plots of $L$ (black curves) and geocentric radial altitude $R$

![HEO2 Position - IGRF Model](image)

Figure 1. HEO2 orbit plotted as McIlwain $L$ (red) and geocentric radial distance, $R$ (blue), versus magnetic latitude, $\lambda$. 
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(gray curves) versus magnetic latitude, $\lambda$. We use the data from such L coverage to assess how far above and below geosynchronous ($L \sim 6.6$) surface charging was observed and to compare the local time extent of the charging to previous determinations.

### 2.2 SCATHA Data

We used one year (1980) of SCATHA satellite data (Fennell, 1982 [6]; Fennell et al., 1997 [11]) taken from the Goddard Spaceflight Center's SC10 electric fields experiment to estimate SCATHA’s frame potential. The SCATHA orbit covers the geocentric altitude range from $-5.3$ to $-7.2$ RE, and its less than 24 hour period causes the satellite to drift completely around the Earth in about 70 days. Thus, data are gathered at all SCATHA altitudes in every local time region within a year. Also, the SCATHA orbit had low inclination, and the satellite was oriented with its spin axis lying in the orbit plane. Thus, the “belly band” of the satellite, which was conductive, was always illuminated, except for eclipse periods.

Data derived from the SC10 common mode voltage measurement was used to develop statistics on normal frame charging of SCATHA instead of focusing on the more extreme levels of charging as is usually done. The common mode voltage is measured between the conductive section at the end of a 50-m antenna that is in contact with the plasma and the satellite frame in three separate voltage ranges, $\pm 15$, $\pm 300$, and $\pm 5000$ V. This common mode voltage has been shown to agree with estimates of the SCATHA frame potential obtained from plasma measurements on board (see Mullen, et al., 1986 [12] and Gussenhoven and Mullen, 2000 [13]). While the common mode voltage is not expected to give a precise measure of the frame potential under all conditions, it should provide a reasonable view of the variation of the frame potential on a relative basis. For our study, only data taken when the satellite and antenna were sunlit were used. In addition, the electric-field boom was required to be oriented perpendicular to the satellite sun line to avoid satellite shadow effects. This provided two possible data samples per spin period. We used only one of these samples each spin, which was taken when the antenna tip was pointed approximately parallel to ecliptic north.
3. HEO2 Frame and Differential Charging Observations

The HEO2 plasma data were plotted as electron and proton energy-time spectrograms as shown in Figure 2. The ion energy scale (lower panel) in Figure 2 is inverted relative to the electron energy scale (upper panel) so the ion energy increases downward. The electron and ion flux scales are gray-scale coded as indicated on the gray-scale bar on the right. The spectrograms were visually examined for charging signatures. Figure 2 contains both a frame charging signature (in the ion spectrogram) and a differential charging signature (in the electron spectrogram), as noted by the arrows on the figure. The frame potential (hereafter designated $V_f$) is evidenced by the acceleration of ions to the satellite, giving rise to an intense flux of ions at an energy corresponding to the frame potential relative to the space plasma. The ion spectrogram in Figure 2 indicates that the HEO2 satellite frame was already charged to about $-1 \text{kV}$ at the time of the first data accessible for this orbit on 5 May 1998. HEO2 was moving outward towards apogee starting at $L\sim 5.2 \text{Re}$ near MLT $\sim 3.3 \text{h}$ and $\lambda \geq 30^\circ$. As the satellite moved to larger $L$ and higher altitude, the magnitude of the frame charging slowly decreased to near zero by 1820 UT.

Differential charging is evidenced in the electron distributions in a manner similar to how the signature of frame charging is exhibited in the ion distributions. In Figure 2, the charging signature in the electron spectrogram indicates that a nearby surface was initially charged to $-900 \text{V}$ relative to the satellite frame. The bright charging line in the electron spectrogram indicates that cold electrons emitted from the charged surface fall through a potential drop relative to the electron sensor, which is grounded to the satellite frame. Thus, the charged surface that gives rise to the charging signature in

![Figure 2. Energy-Time spectrogram of electrons (top panel) and ions (bottom panel) for 5 May 1998. The left-hand ion energy scale is inverted with energy increasing downward. The charging interval is marked.](image-url)
the electrons is initially at a potential of \(-1900\) V relative to the space plasma and \(-900\) V relative to the HEO2 frame and the plasma analyzer. This differential potential (hereafter denoted \(V_D\)) of the charged electron-emitting surface decreased as HEO2 moved to higher L and altitude, just like the frame potential did. This electron charging signature shows that a level of differential charging exists on the satellite. While we suspect that it is a dielectric-coated radiator or some portion of the MLI (multilayer insulation) blanket near the plasma instrument that is charged to a potential \(V_D\) and is the source of either photo or secondary electrons that arrive at the plasma sensor with energy \(-V_D\), creating the differential charging signature of Figure 2. However, we cannot uniquely identify the electron-emitting source from these data.

The maximum and minimum L values, MLT (magnetic local time), and maximum potential was obtained for each traversal through the radiation belts wherein the HEO2 frame and differential charging were observed. There were 930 such intervals for the frame charging, and their L and MLT distributions are shown in Figure 3. The minimum L (hereafter denoted \(L_{\text{MIN}}\)) where charging was observed during a traversal is indicated by the diamond symbols in Figure 3. The circle symbols indicate the corresponding maximum L (hereafter denoted \(L_{\text{MAX}}\)). The position of geosynchronous orbit is indicated by dashed line in Figure 3 for reference. It is clear that the local time distribution of the points is much like the local-time charging probability distributions observed by geosynchronous satellites from different sources. However, the HEO2 results clearly show that the frame charging extended to much higher and lower L values than geosynchronous. It also shows that there is a trend for the HEO2 frame charging to occur at larger L in the pre-noon sector than in the post-midnight sector.

Figure 3. L versus MLT distribution of the minimum L (red diamonds) and the maximum L (blue circles) at which frame charging was observed by the HEO2 satellite. See text for details.
sector. Figure 3 also shows that the HEO2 satellite frame occasionally, but rarely, charged in the 9-20 MLT region, i.e., from pre-noon on the dayside to post dusk. The bulk of the HEO2 frame charging occurred from pre-midnight through post-dawn local times.

Figure 4 shows a similar result for the differential charging on HEO2. There are fewer data points because of a problem with the plasma electron sensor that limited its ability to show the differential charging line at later times. However, Figure 4 shows that the L-MLT distribution for the differential charging, given the limited number of samples, is essentially the same as for the frame charging. Again, the \( L_{\text{MIN}} \) of the differential charging extends well below the geosynchronous L value, and the \( L_{\text{MAX}} \) extends well above, just like in Figure 3. We should note here, that the fact that the \( L_{\text{MAX}} \) does not extend much below \( L = 4 \) is partially a bias introduced by the real-time data coverage (see Figure 1 and below).

If the data in Figures 3 and 4 are binned in L independent of MLT, one obtains the L dependence of the charging as shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the probability of observing HEO2 frame and differential charging peaks in the \( L = 5.5-7 \) range, near geosynchronous L. Each vertical bar corresponds to a spatial resolution of \( \Delta L = 0.5 \text{ Re} \) and \( \Delta L = 1 \) for the HEO2 frame charging and the differential charging, respectively. For the \( L_{\text{MAX}} \) distributions, the charging occurrence is low for \( L_{\text{MAX}} < 5 \) and \( L_{\text{MAX}} > 10.5-11 \). Similarly, for the \( L_{\text{MIN}} \) distributions, the charging occurrence is low for \( L_{\text{MIN}} < 4.5 \) and \( L_{\text{MIN}} > 7.5-8 \). Thus, the HEO2 charging occurs predominantly in the \( 4.5 < L < 11 \) region. This is consistent with the L regions where the inner plasma sheet hot electron population.

**HEO2 (1995-034) Differential Charging**

![Diagram of HEO2 (1995-034) Differential Charging](image)

Figure 4. Like Figure 3 except for the differential charging signatures observed in the electron spectrograms.
exists during and following substorms. Table 1 provides a summary of the data in Figure 5. As noted above, the lower L charging may be under represented in these data because of the low-L limits of the data acquisition. We have not been able to normalize these data relative to time spent in each region as yet. This is being done, but was not ready in time for this publication. However, the decrease in relative occurrence of charging between $L = 6$ and $L = 5$ is real and not constrained by the data coverage in $L$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame Charging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{MAX}}$</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{MIN}}$</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differential Charging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{MAX}}$</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{MIN}}$</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** $L$ distributions of frame charging (left panels) and differential charging (right panels) observed by HEO2.
If the data in Figures 3 and 4 are binned in MLT bins independent of L, one obtains the MLT distribution of frame and differential charging for $L_{\text{MAX}}$ and $L_{\text{MIN}}$ as shown in Figure 6. Each vertical bar in Figure 2 represents two hours of local time. The MLT distribution of HEO2 frame charging is very much the same as that found for geosynchronous orbit measurements in the past (see Koons et al. 2005 [14] and references therein). The $L_{\text{MIN}}$ and $L_{\text{MAX}}$ MLT distributions of HEO2 frame charging (left panels in Figure 6) are the same with essentially no frame charging observed in the 12 to 18 MLT region. The MLT distributions of HEO2 differential charging (right panels) are nearly identical to that of the frame charging. For both types of charging, their maximum occurrence is in the post-midnight region (00–08 MLT). This indicates that whenever charging occurs, it shows the same local time preference roughly independent of the L value where it occurs. This can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.

Since we simultaneously have the differential and frame charging, we can test to see whether there is a relationship between the levels of HEO2 frame and differential charging potentials. This can provide a clue as to how sensitive the levels of charging are to the materials involved. Figure 7 shows

![Figure 6. MLT Distribution of HEO2 frame charging (left panels) and differential charging (right panels) for $L_{\text{MAX}}$ (upper panels) and $L_{\text{MIN}}$ (lower panels).](image-url)
four data panels that relate the HEO2 differential potential to the frame potential (upper left), the distributions of the potentials (bottom panels), and a Qplot (upper right) showing the linkage between the differential potentials and the frame potentials observed. The top panels in Figure 7 show that there is a clear relationship between the HEO2 differential and frame potentials. These plots also strongly indicate that for HEO2 the differential potential, $V_D$, was usually larger than the frame potential, $V_F$. The Qplot is derived from the ordered distributions for the simultaneous frame and differential potentials (not shown here). As the fit to the Qplot data shows, $V_D$ can be reasonably related to $V_F$ as: $V_D \sim 74 + 1.385 \, V_F$. 

**Figure 7.** Distributions of HEO2 frame and differential potentials (bottom panels), the relationship between the differential and corresponding frame potential (top left panel) and the Qplot derived from the ordered data.
4. SCATHA Observations of Low-Level Charging

As noted above, we examined all SC10 common mode voltage data from 1980 to get a picture of what normal charging conditions are for a near-geosynchronous spacecraft such as SCATHA. This effort was stimulated by concern that satellites could have low negative potentials for significant fractions of their time on orbit. If this were true, one would have to account for such charging when modeling possible attraction of outgassed contaminants back to a spacecraft when the contaminant molecules are photo or impact ionized while still within the satellite’s plasma sheath. The plasma sheath thickness, or Debye length, can be meters at geosynchronous altitudes because of the relatively high plasma electron temperature and the relatively low density that occurs there at SCATHA altitudes, especially in the nightside regions. Thus, it seemed that conditions could be favorable for charging-enhanced attraction of outgassed contaminants, especially if the vehicles were charged negatively a significant fraction of the time.

The focus of this study was not on the high levels of charging that lead to electrostatic discharges but on what was the normal charging history for a near-geosynchronous satellite on a day-to-day basis. To this end, we collected a satellite frame potential estimate from the SC10 experiments common mode voltage values every minute for a year. As noted above, this provided a good sampling of data from all SCATHA altitudes at all local times.

Figure 8 shows the results of this short study. Figure 8a shows the probability of occurrence of frame charging levels based on the ±15-V range of the SC10 common mode measurement for the full year. The roll-off at \( V_F < -14 \) V is an artifact of saturation when the voltage reached or exceeded the ±15-V range.

![Figure 8](image_url)

Figure 8. Occurrence probability of SCATHA frame potentials: (a) \( V_F > -15 \) V for 1980; (b) \( V_F > -400 \) V for 1980 on the dayside (blue) and nightside (red) of the inner magnetosphere.
range. The positive $V_F$ values are suppressed in Figure 8a. Nevertheless, from Figure 8a, we can infer that the SCATHA frame was positive relative to the SC10 antenna tip about 10% of the time. Figure 8a also shows that $V_F > -1$ V about 94% of the time. Thus, $0 \geq V_F \geq -1$ V about 84% of the time. It also shows that the distribution of $V_F < -1$ V increased rapidly in the last 5% of the data samples. It is amongst these last 5% of the data that the large negative $V_F$ values associated with electrostatic discharges would occur.

Figure 8b shows the probability of negative frame charging on SCATHA for two separate local time regions. These are the nightside (red curve) and the dayside (blue dotted curve) of the magnetosphere. We chose to separate the data as shown since we expected the largest negative frame charging should occur in the pre-midnight through post-dawn regions as earlier studies and the HEO2 results, above, had shown. For Figure 8b, we combined the data from all ranges of the SC10 common mode voltage measurement, but limited the plot to values in the range 0 to ±400 V. The figure clearly shows that about 10% of the time $V_F < -1$ V on the nightside while only ~1% of the time is $V_F < -1$ V on the dayside. The figure also shows that $V_F > -0.25$ was equally probable in both local time regions and that 30% of the time $V_F > -0.1$ V. So, much like large negative $V_F$ potentials, the low negative $V_F$ potentials are predominant on the nightside at near geosynchronous altitudes.
5. Discussions and Conclusions

We have shown that satellites traversing regions that map magnetically in MLT to near-geosynchnous equatorial MLT regions where surface charging occurs will experience surface and frame charging in the same manner as equatorial satellites. This validates the assumption that the charging environment extends along magnetic field lines to high latitudes. This had been previously borne out by the fact that satellites are known to charge, even at low altitudes, in the auroral regions. However, the auroral charging process is complicated by the generally high background density of the ionospheric plasma, the auroral acceleration processes, and the fact that low-altitude satellites may often be in Earth's shadow (Anderson and Koons, 1996 [15]; Anderson, 2000 [16]; Eriksson and Wahlund, 2005[17]; Gussenhoven et al., 1985 [18]). In addition, low-altitude satellites generate ram and wake regions in the cold background ions because of the satellite's high velocity compared to that of the cold ions.

Unfettered by such issues, satellites in high-altitude, low- to high-inclination orbits should experience surface and frame charging whenever they are in the hot plasma sheet environment. This is indeed what the HEO2 data show. HEO2’s surface and frame charging occurs from well below to well above geosynchronous L values. One would expect that such charging occurs when the electron temperature is high enough and the hot electron density is large enough to cause the charging, even in sunlight. It is no surprise then that such regions extend from below to above geosynchronous in the pre-midnight to post-dawn regions of the inner magnetosphere. This is consistent with the fact that the inner edge of the nightside plasma sheet extends down to altitudes that are within 1 Re or so of the plasmasphere boundary. During active periods, such as during substorms and magnetic storms, the plasmasphere is eroded and the plasma sheet penetrates to lower L. It is during substorms that one generally experiences high levels of satellite charging at geosynchronous orbit. It should also be true for satellites at higher latitudes and on similar L values. In reverse, the fact that HEO2 experiences high levels of charging, well off the magnetic equator, over a wide range of L values means that equatorial satellites should also experience charging over the same range of L. This has been partially borne out, at least below geosynchronous altitudes, by CRRES observations of frame charging (Rubin et al., 1995 [7]).

The HEO2 data showed that differential charging occurred in the same regions as did the frame charging, much like similar observations made by the SCATHA and Intelsat Spacecraft (Gussenhoven et al., 2000 [13]; Fennell, et al., 2002 [19]; Koons et al., 2005 [20]). In the HEO2 case, the material being differentially charged cannot be conclusively identified. However, based on the materials that were in the neighborhood of the plasma sensor used to detect the charging, it was most likely the Kapton outer layer of multilayer insulation or a silver-Teflon-coated radiator. Statistically, the material tended to charge to higher levels relative to the frame than the HEO2 frame did relative to the space plasma.

Examination of the SCATHA satellite frame potential every minute for a year showed that about 90% of the time its frame potential was negative, but most of that time (~84%) the potentials were no more
than a volt or so. The analysis reinforced the fact that the most negative frame voltages were observed in the nightside magnetosphere. The frame potential was > -1 V ~90% of the time on the nightside and ~99% of the time on the dayside. So, even for quite low negative potentials, the occurrence is greatest on the nightside. Nevertheless, if low negative voltages (> -1 V) are sufficient to attract escaping outgassed molecules that are ionized within the first few meters of a satellite, then these potential distributions have to be considered when estimating satellite self-contamination because they occur for a significant percentage of the time, in near-geostationary orbit.
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